Wednesday, December 13th 2017
Boosters Meeting
Minutes

~ 6:00 pm
-

Meeting begins
Kevin Kjer approves minutes from November

-

Kendall and Tahnie got to meet with Bryant to discuss what they are thinking
about doing for teams with no money
Teams are not getting enough money and Boosters is getting frustrated
Bryant should be the ‘gatekeeper’

~ 6:01

~ 6:02
-

Phil Bryant should get his own bank account and he can look across whole year to
see where sports teams are yet

-

Order things for teams more accordingly
Brand new equipment not being used
Bryant wants the team coaches to be more responsible
Coaches had no idea where things were in the rotation of uniforms and what is
needed for the seasons to come
Kendall believes that having Bryant will mean more involvement
Guidelines should be set for Boosters to follow so we know how to keep track of
things like uniforms and tournaments/trips
Do need to have some accountability and outlook on what money is going out to
where and to who how often
Has to have some confinement

~ 6:03

~ 6:10
-

Laura suggests having someone in Boosters to be in constant contact with Bryant
to keep things clean and going
Give them a manual discussing what needs to be done and what money they get
Teams don’t always have time to come to Boosters and ask
Bryant says that there is no sports budget
Kjer’s like the idea of streamlining
Laura is willing to work with Bryant for the sports
Kate suggests to reach out to some of the other high schools and see how they do
things

~ 6:12
-

Snowglobe does not need us so we are not doing that event this year

-

We did not budget for Snowglobe
Tanja thinks that we should just wipe the slate clean
Laura and Kendall discuss that fundraising needs to be implemented in the
guidelines for teams to follow

-

Kristy had talked to Kelly Gardner about doing some fundraising for sports in the
future like burger nights at the Hut
Kjer’s say basketball teams should try to do the burger night

~ 6:14

~ 6:15
-

Laura knows that volunteering gets done but uniforms in the future need to be
paid for they aren’t just being given out for free
$400 - $1200 is still owed
Kevin says one last burger night and we can call it clean for the cheer team

-

US Bank is not completely moved over to Bank of America
Tanja would like help for treasure position
Kristy says seventh or eighth grade parent can take the ropes

-

Crespin received an email from the Superintendent that stated the donations were
short and wanted to ask Boosters for support of the school and the snack shack
outside. $122,000 short
Consensus: we do not have any extra money to get that built but Boosters is
willing to help out if any equipment is needed for the field but not the building

~ 6:17

~ 6:19

~ 6:20
-

Van Doren is requesting $420 for the ‘Learn to Ride’ program
Students paid a down of $25
Already in the budget and is done
Kevin will help Tanja write checks *makes joke about getting into checking
account :)
Hight is requesting $500 for Science Bowl but it is already in the budget and has
been approved as well.
Pam Nelson says that students volunteered about snack shack but Reyes has some
students from Drama are going to volunteer

~ 6:24
-

Pam wants to know the coaches so that teams can volunteer and get the money
earned for things through doing the snack shack
Laura will talk to Bryant for all of the coaches names
Bryant is going to get people for fundraisers
A fundraiser only needs a few people for it

-

Laura talks about if everyone puts in a fund, how do we keep track of who works
for what organization?
Pam keeps track of who works and for what and gives it to the treasurer at the end
of the year
Science Bowl is actually not in budget so would someone like to make a motion
for it to be added - Tahnie
Kim Aynedter made a motion and it is seconded by Dylan
All members approved

~ 6:29
-

$164.16 for the visit to the Senate and students got to go and discuss about bills
Something the students want to do again because they had so much fun
Covered under the Wishlist budget for teachers
$212.19 reimbursement for AP Government study books is requested by Mr.
Hight
Also these are covered under the Wishlist for teachers

-

Teachers were doing announcements for games but we need to discuss DJs
Jack Forvilly will maybe do the music if he does not play football
Maybe do a practice run of announcing
Kendall is working on a thank you for the sponsor

-

Glove, coat, hat drive going on
Start to promote that

-

Student leadership is doing the drive-in movie tomorrow
Winter show is coming up
For Drama, they are going to hold an escape room where adults is $5 and for
students its $3 where Drama will be in charge with some kids in some room and
they have clues to get out of the room

-

Escape room has a goal to sell 50 tickets and they want to promote is some
Tribune connection for Laura
Is going to be here at Whittell but it will be held Jan. 18th

-

Two members of math department went down to the elementary school to discuss
what could be done to further mathematics program
Snack shack is on track and doing well despite being a little bit behind
Snack shack got $500 from the scrimmage and $2100 from the tournament

-

Pam gives Kendall $1000 to give to Tanja

~ 6:30

~ 6:33

~ 6:35

~ 6:36

~ 6:38

~ 6:40

-

Little problem with where they could store things but there are a lot of cartons
that needed to be stored by Cathy
Reyes can keep the big carton in the drama room because she has a lot of storage

~ 6:42

-

Laura “basically hasn’t done much” ;)
Kelly has been working with Laura with what she has already done and she is
connecting with Kevin to see what she should do
Basically just start posting a lot on Facebook and things to advertise
Nice to just get it out there and let people know about things that are going around
and fundraisers going on at school
Advertise anything to the masses to let people know more information

-

Greg Felton is a trustee and is always happy to help out and promote fundraisers

-

Sunshine Committee
Next lunch in is February 2nd
Chrissy Silverman is in charge of eighth grade graduation but could not attend
tonight
Kim and Tahnie are working on Senior
4th of July Job is available
7/8th Grade Honor Roll available
Stanford Ranch available
Les Schwab is not sponsoring us anymore
Get the thank you for the fire department to the tribune
Fire Chief wants to be actively involved with the school and they can help with
marketing
Earmarked donations like a classic old fire hydrant and a custom made cornhole
game

-

~ 6:44
~ 6:45

~ 6:50
-

Maybe do a raffle to collect those donations
$20 a person for a ticket
Maybe do a golden ticket to get money and to excite people
Selling at the firestation go for $200
Would they be like dedication things for the outside of the school?
Then no money would be made so probably not but is an idea

-

Have a flushing game/fundraiser go on
Have a red and gold fire hydrant and pay to keep the hydrant or pay to remove it
to another lawn
We should do that, great idea

~ 6:52

-

-

Kate has 16 all ready to go and might have more in the future or years to come

-

Meeting adjourned
Next Meeting: Jan. 10th

~ 6:54

